Go to Google and search for your topic. You'll notice that Google recommends searches for you. Not all of the results will be scholarly, though some may be helpful.

However, there is a way to make Google instantly more scholarly...
Simply add: site:.edu to any search and Google will only display websites that have a .edu address.

Schools often post valuable information on their websites and sometimes even articles from faculty.

This is a quick way to find scholarly information on your subject.

Pay attention to Scholar’s names, institutions and programs.

This basic site:.edu search revealed that Biola, Bakke Graduate University, Boston University all have an interest in a Theology of Work.

It also lets us know that Wayne Grudem and Darrell Cosden are scholars who talk/write about this subject.

Finally it lets us know about the Center for Practical Theology at Boston University.

Additional searching would reveal many other scholarly websites related to our topic.
Using Google’s search recommendation may lead us to more helpful information.

Here we find an article from Tim Keller on the Acton Institute’s blog along with other helpful articles from The Gospel Coalition.
Google Scholar is an excellent research tool. Google is a massive search of everything. Google Scholar on the other hand is a massive search of everything scholarly.

To begin using Google Scholar simply type into your search bar: scholar.google.com

We will explore some of it's uses, but if you would like to learn more visit: http://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/about.html
You can also save articles to a personal research library. Note: You must create a Google account to do this.

You can use Google Scholar to set alerts when new articles/resources are added. Google will automatically send you updates on your research!

Work smarter not harder.

Simply enter a search term
Note: you can also use site:.edu here as well

We have used “theology of work” as our search term, though we could use another search such as “work biblical teaching.”
[BOOK] Work in the spirit: Toward a theology of work
M Volf - 2001 - tiendao.broadlearner.com
This is the finest book on the Lord's Supper that I have read. Witherington not only provides a helpful discussion of the key passages in their respective historical contexts (something he does so well), but also provides compelling answers to many of the crucial issues.-- ... Cited by 119 Related articles All 3 versions Cite Saved More

Liberation theology, group work, and the right of the poor and oppressed to participate in the life of the community
M Breton - Social Work with Groups, 1989 - Taylor & Francis
Liberation theology has developed in Latin America by clergy reaching the poor and oppressed people and for challenging the Catholic hierarchy. It offers ideas for social group workers in the community. In this article, some of the ideas are discussed. Cited by 53 Related articles All 3 versions Cite Save

[CITATION] After Sunday: A theology of work
A Larive - 2004 - Continuum Intl Pub Group
Cited by 21 Related articles Cite Save

Liberation theology, group work, and the right of the poor and oppressed to participate in the life of the community
M Breton - Social Work with Groups, 1993 - Taylor & Francis
The idea of social workers "reaching out" implies that they venture away from their traditional "turfs" and that they engage with different people than their traditional "clients" or group members. In and of itself, this process of reaching out could be construed as a ... Cited by 23 Related articles All 2 versions Cite Save

[CITATION] Theology of Work, by Edwin G. Kaiser
Cited by 15 Related articles Cite Save

[CITATION] Faith in the world of work: On the theology of work as lived by the French worker-priests and British industrial mission
L Erlander - 1991 - diva-portal.org
... Title: Faith in the world of work: on the theology of work as lived by the French...
Perform an advanced search and search by Author, Journal and Publication Date.
You can save a resource to your library by clicking “Save.”

Access your library by clicking “My Library” on the left.

Click “Cited by” to see other scholarly resources that have cited the work you are interested in using.

This is a quick way to find a number of very relevant resources.

You can then type the title in the library’s Search Everything box to find the article or book that interests you.

If the Library does not, then click Ask a Librarian.
Organize your research into folders when working on multiple research projects.
You can even have Google help you cite the resource you are looking to use! Make sure you double-check the citation with the updated style guide required by your course.
Google Books can be used to quickly:
• Determine what books are out there on your subject.
• Preview a book you found during a Google Scholar, Search Everything, or other resource search.
• Read a chapter(s) from a book without ever having to find the actual book!
• To recommend a book for the library, click Ask a Librarian.
Search books and magazines »

My library

Read a portion of a book by clicking "Preview." If the Library does not have a book, click Ask a Librarian and recommend it.
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Google History enables you to save your searches in Google. It even enables you to see which pages you viewed in a book preview on Google Books and which articles you clicked on in Google Scholar.*

*You will need a Google account to use Google History.